
 

 Practical Experiments 

Year List of Exercises 

2016-2018 • DNA sequence - length, base composition and GC content. 

• Split a DNA sequence into codons. 

• Start and stop codons in a DNA sequence. 

• Write a script to Import data from Genbank using Bioperl. 

• Write a script to extract all the features from a GenBank file 

using Bio::Seq in Bioperl. 

• Concatenating DNA Fragments Transcription: DNA to RNA 

using Bioperl. 

• Write a script to use sequence features to compare sequences 

and find mutation using Bioperl. 

• Program to retrieve sequences from fasta and genbank files 

using BioPython. 

• Write a program to split a sequence file into a set of smaller 

files, each containing a subset of original file's sequences 

using BioPython. 

• Write a program to convert between sequence file formats 

using BioPython. 

• Write a program to do manipulations in sequence files such as 

reading sequence files, Iterating records over another, listing 

the records and extracting data using BioPython. 

• Write a program to retrieve genome sequence data via the 

NCBI website using seqinr package and write it as a FASTA 

file. 

• Write a shell script to search and retrieve sequences and 

MEDLINE references using ENTREZ database. 

• Write a shell script to use find the name of the input sequence 

using grep command and the top hit from a BLAST output file 

without viewing it directly. 

• Write a program to analyse and visualize graph for protein 

interaction data. 

 
2017-2018 • DNA sequence - length, base composition and GC content. 

• Split a DNA sequence into codons. 

• Start and stop codons in a DNA sequence. 



• Write a script to Import data from Genbank using Bioperl. 

• Write a script to extract all the features from a GenBank file 

using Bio::Seq in Bioperl. 

• Concatenating DNA Fragments Transcription: DNA to RNA 

using Bioperl. 

• Write a script to use sequence features to compare sequences 

and find mutation using Bioperl. 

• Program to retrieve sequences from fasta and genbank files 

using BioPython. 

• Write a program to split a sequence file into a set of smaller 

files, each containing a subset of original file's sequences 

using BioPython. 

• Write a program to convert between sequence file formats 

using BioPython. 

• Write a program to do manipulations in sequence files such as 

reading sequence files, Iterating records over another, listing 

the records and extracting data using BioPython. 

• Write a program to retrieve genome sequence data via the 

NCBI website using seqinr package and write it as a FASTA 

file. 

• Write a shell script to search and retrieve sequences and 

MEDLINE references using ENTREZ database. 

• Write a shell script to use find the name of the input sequence 

using grep command and the top hit from a BLAST output file 

without viewing it directly. 

• Write a program to analyse and visualize graph for protein 

interaction data. 

2018-2019 • Pairwise Sequence Alignment using Needleman-Wunsch, and 

Smith-Waterman method 

• Pairwise Structure Alignments by using different methods and 

Visualize the structure in Jmol 

• Parse BLAST output files with BioPerl’s BPlite module. 

• Mutate nucleotides & store mutated DNA in an array and 

generate random mutations 

• Bio-Pythonfunctionretrieve_sequences (search_term,number, 

outfile) that retrieves the first number of sequences from 



NCBI’s “nucleotide” database having a search term term 

(hint: use term and retmaxparameters of Entrez.esearch) and 

stores them in a fasta file outfile (hint: use SeqIO.write). Test 

your code retrieving the first 5 entries having search term 

“starch AND MalusDomestica [Organism]”. 

• Bio- Python function that reads a genebank file given in input 

and prints off the following information: (i) Identifier, name 

and description (ii) The first 100 characters of the sequence;  

Retrieve Sequence from the NCBI Sequence database and 

find out how many genomes have been sequenced or 

currently being sequenced for a particular species 

• Read DEN1 Dengue virus sequence data with seqinR, and to 

find local variation in GC content and sliding window 

analysis and plot. 

 
2019-2020 • Pairwise Sequence Alignment using Needleman-Wunsch, and 

Smith-Waterman method 

• Pairwise Structure Alignments by using different methods and 

Visualize the structure in Jmol 

• Parse BLAST output files with BioPerl’s BPlite module. 

• Mutate nucleotides & store mutated DNA in an array and 

generate random mutations 

• Bio-Pythonfunctionretrieve_sequences (search_term,number, 

outfile) that retrieves the first number of sequences from 

NCBI’s “nucleotide” database having a search term term 

(hint: use term and retmaxparameters of Entrez.esearch) and 

stores them in a fasta file outfile (hint: use SeqIO.write). Test 

your code retrieving the first 5 entries having search term 

“starch AND MalusDomestica [Organism]”. 

• Bio- Python function that reads a genebank file given in input 

and prints off the following information: (i) Identifier, name 



and description (ii) The first 100 characters of the sequence;  

Retrieve Sequence from the NCBI Sequence database and 

find out how many genomes have been sequenced or 

currently being sequenced for a particular species 

• Read DEN1 Dengue virus sequence data with seqinR, and to 

find local variation in GC content and sliding window 

analysis and plot. 

2020-2021 • Pairwise Sequence Alignment using Needleman-Wunsch, and 

Smith-Waterman method 

• Pairwise Structure Alignments by using different methods and 

Visualize the structure in Jmol 

• Parse BLAST output files with BioPerl’s BPlite module. 

• Mutate nucleotides & store mutated DNA in an array and 

generate random mutations 

• Bio-Pythonfunctionretrieve_sequences (search_term,number, 

outfile) that retrieves the first number of sequences from 

NCBI’s “nucleotide” database having a search term term 

(hint: use term and retmaxparameters of Entrez.esearch) and 

stores them in a fasta file outfile (hint: use SeqIO.write). Test 

your code retrieving the first 5 entries having search term 

“starch AND MalusDomestica [Organism]”. 

• Bio- Python function that reads a genebank file given in input 

and prints off the following information: (i) Identifier, name 

and description (ii) The first 100 characters of the sequence;  

Retrieve Sequence from the NCBI Sequence database and 

find out how many genomes have been sequenced or 

currently being sequenced for a particular species 

• Read DEN1 Dengue virus sequence data with seqinR, and to 

find local variation in GC content and sliding window 

analysis and plot. 

 


